Research Method

1) **Usage of science Method**: 
   In these method there is a study of writing style. It is the study of language, education, a proverb, dialect language, communal conflict, depressed illustration etc. That’s why if make clear hours is the writing skill of the author.

2) **Biographical Method**:
   It is the study of life of Mahatma Phule, the letter which is in his biography. In that there is his conflict life and lastly the change in his life etc. factors.

3) **Scientific Language Method**:
   We will study a dialect language, motherland language, regional language, through scientific eyesight in departmental section in scientific manner.

4) **Historical Method**:
   In these Method there is a search of historical incident taken place. In that Manu Script letters. Record, biology and own narration etc. related to literature faculty in scientific knowledge.

5) **Psychological Method**:
   In these research method, there is a study on “search of human intellect” and their mind, sentiment friction.

6) **Sociological Method**:
   In these research method there is a study on the biography of life of people and their tradition, faith and blind faith, festivals, woman life and their pains, depressed class etc well as the description of society planning.